
$50.00

These pencils are as striking as they are functional.

Made in Zurich, Tät-Tat produces playful designs

that charm the eye + delight the mind. The

husband and wife team are former teachers who

work hand in hand with social work institutions

throughout Switzerland and Germany.

$170.00 

Made by South Korea's oldest blacksmith, Shin

In-Young, the tool's handles are made of shade-

dried wood to achieve the correct weight and

water resistance. The blades are made from

recycled railroad tracks. Expertly designed with a

convex shape to keep soil from sticking + the

angle of the handle reduces wrist fatigue.

$170.00

Made by South Korea's oldest blacksmith, Shin

In-Young, the tool's handles are made of shade-

dried wood to achieve the correct weight and

water resistance. The blades are made from

recycled railroad tracks. The trowel’s handle is

made level with the blade of the shovel, so your

wrist is comfortable at all angles.

$26.00

Traditional Korean incense by Collins. Crafted

using the ancient "Sun-hyang" technique, these

sticks are made without a bamboo core, using a

combination of wood and oil. With 94% natural

ingredients, they offer a healthier and delicately

scented experience.

$34.00

Distilled in Japan using six different trees in the

process, all ingredients are extracted from natural

aromatic wood from the mountains of Japan. An

aroma component known as Phytoncide is

contained in several native Japanese trees and

once extracted and distilled, has a refreshing

aroma of citrus and berries.

$620.00 

A stunning carving knife, meat fork, and a grey

leather storage pouch made in South Korea by

designer Shin In-Young, these tool's handles are

made of shade-dried wood to achieve the

correct weight, and water resistance. The

blades are made from recycled railroad tracks.

Smoke Show Incense

'Buy You a Drink?' Syrup 'Dig It' Hand Fork

Carving It Up Knife Set

'Dig It' Hand Trowel

A Cut Above Pencils



$175.00

 Made by South Korea's oldest blacksmith, Shin

In-Young, the tool's handles are made of shade-

dried wood for years to achieve the correct

weight, stability and water resistance. The blades

are made from recycled railroad tracks.

$690.00

This re-edition of the 1920s Wooden Chess Set

is based on the original 1920 Man Ray Wooden

Chess Set in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

and was the inspiration for a larger silver version

in the MoMA collection.

$440.00

This set of 3 hand-forged fireplace tools by

Conmoto is made from recycled Italian railroad

tracks. This set includes a Tong, Poker and

Shovel. Eco-friendly and the modern solution for

home and hearth accessories.

$240.00

Experience the elegance of tea time with this

beautifully crafted tea set. Handmade in Japan,

the Kumagai company was founded in 1935 and

specializes in producing traditional Kyoto pottery

(Kyoyaki-Kiyomizuyaki), a type of earthenware

popular in Kyoto and Japan.

$10.50

Made by the oldest Belgian chocolate company

still in operation, Meurisse chocolate is made

from single-origin, fair trade, organic cacao.

Founded by Adolphe Meurisse in 1845 in

Belgium, Meurisse was awarded several honors

at the Exposition International d’Ancers and

again at the World Expo in Brussels. Still family

owned and operated, this chocolate is truly

decadent.

$13.00

Infused with pure essential oils + made entirely

from plant-based materials, these soaps boast a

unique shape that prevents oxidation. Made in

Japan by Tamanohada, their history dates back

to 1892 during the Edo period as a producer of a

spherical white soap ball called the "skin soap

ball". It was known for its superior quality as a

cosmetic product.

'Dig It' Hand Rake

Raise The Bar... Of Chocolate Practically Perfect Soap

Game-Changer Chess Set Play With Fire Set

Drink Up Carafe Set


